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7-4-2017 
The lack of Presence of Man and the role of Woman in this respect 

 
There is a screaming Want of Man here on earth. Related to His lack of Presence in 

this – Female – world, Woman is convicted to be self-obsessed, trying to become enlightened 
by Herself, to mention just one thing that seems to be something valuable but stems from a 
lack of Insight into the Deeper Reality of Man and Woman, that is: of Life. If Man would be 
Present She can Be with Him and the forms that life takes are not so important. In His 
Presence She doesn’t make herself so important. In His Absence She assumes She has to do it 
all by Herself. And She cannot Rest, no matter if She tries to rest or not.  She can only Find 
Rest in His Heart. This is Divine Nature. This is not something about doing things right or 
wrong. 

This Hearticle is not about blaming either of the two sexes for their position, or for 
any possible lack. Gifted with a Heart that has access to the deeper layers of ‘Man and 
Woman’ I am just saying how things are. There is a flagrant lack of Consciousness here on 
earth concerning Man and Woman that one only starts Seeing once one’s Eye is opened in the 
Heart, not when it is merely or mainly opened in the realm of Consciousness. Before this 
happens, one is bound to psychologize and, overtly or in a repressed way, blame one sex, 
usually the opposite sex – although quite a few men also have the tendency to blame their 
own sex. When I say there is a lack of Presence of Man here on earth, many, most, people 
immediately and automatically think that something should change and be done differently 
and better by Man, then. This is deluding. This is Woman’s – limited – way of thinking, 
related to not Seeing Man. This Female way of ‘seeing’ is not only strongly present in women 
but also in men. 

Instead of a lack of Man’s Presence we could also say that in Woman there is a lack of 
Recognition of Man. These are Two Sides of the same coin; in the end they are even the 
same. The reality of sameness is not easy to See. To be able to See this, one has to See that 
Man is a Reflection of Woman. For Woman it seems more convenient to blame the mirror for 
this and for that, if not for everything that She seems to lack or not be fulfilled in, than to 
accept man as a mirror of Her own state of (Un)Consciousness and (un)willingness to 
be(come) Conscious(ness), or ultimately, Beyond this, be(come) Part of His Heart. 

It is safe to say that Man has not yet, substantially, Descended or Incarnated into the 
body. When one understands Duality – at least partly – one might expect me then to say that 
Woman, in her connection with the Earth, has descended or incarnated as Body. I don’t. 
There has been no Descent from Woman’s side either. There is no one there either. Without 
Transcending Her Resistance to Man there is no real Presence. As long as Unconsciousness 
rules there is no Descent possible. Woman has the opposite Impulse or Drive: to Ascend, or, 
to formulate it differently, to escape from the heaviness or her earthly, unconscious, dark 
legacy. It’s also safe to say that Woman will not Descend into the Body as long as Man has 
not done it before Her and shown Her, in a relatively safe way, the Way. Without Man’s 
Descent as Consciousness into the Body, without Feeling as Consciousness-Body on an 
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earthly level what’s going on, in general and whenever, in whatever situation, the lack of 
Man’s Presence on earth will be as it has always been. 

In the interplay between the Consciousness of respectively Man and Woman 
something can, in principle, happen that breaks through the seeming stalemate. This is when 
the two sides of Duality Meet in Consciousness, as One Heart with Two Sides, when Higher 
and Lower Nature Meet, Consciousness and Unconsciousness, Light and Dark. Here we 
bump immediately into something seemingly inherently problematic. The sexes don’t accept 
their roles in the interplay. Man – in his lack of Male Presence and Overview – resigns from 
his role as the deliverer of Consciousness (That is Embedded in the Heart, in the Whole) and, 
wholly related to this, resists feeling the seemingly endless amount and depth of Woman’s 
Pain of Unconsciousness. Understandably then, Woman, still stuck in Her Unconsciousness 
and sad that men merely copy Her state of Unconsciousness and get lost in it instead of 
Giving Her Himself as He Is, instead of Offering His Potential Quality as the Present Seeing-
Feeling Man, tries to do it all by Herself and uses a man mainly or merely for her own 
purposes. Men prefer to be a slave of Woman’s Sexuality that is well embedded in 
Unconsciousness above Embodying a Free Consciousness That has, in Principle, the Potential 
to Free Woman from the Drama that She is when she is or feels separate from Man. 

Woman, in turn, and not devoid of arrogance and pride, has a better role for Herself in 
mind than being the deliverer of Darkness and Unconsciousness, which in itself, it is true, 
requires quite some humility, a humility that is hard to find in either sex in the way the sexes 
actually manifest themselves as human beings. If Woman, without looking for it, could find 
this humility in Herself, She would naturally look for and find (a) Man who represents and 
Kindles the Light in Her and She would, literally joyfully, let Her seemingly innate self-
obsession burn or melt in this Light of Seeing, Man’s Seeing with the Heart instead of Seeing 
as (separate) Consciousness. She’s, at least fundamentally, not bothered by the content that 
would be revealed in the Fire of His Seeing Heart, the content that She, firstly and 
unconsciously, has identified with. Finding Man, Her identification is now with Man’s Heart, 
no longer with the Dark Unconsciousness with all its hidden but strong interests – strong as 
the Cohesive Force of the Earth, of Matter. 

Again, they are Two sides of the same coin. Both sexes refuse to Feel the Pain that is 
Waiting and this refusal cannot but be part of the Force of Unconsciousness. Both sexes wait 
for the other (sex) and, then, in this self-inflicted impotence, can only become frustrated and 
blame or even (half-consciously) hate the opposite sex. It is tempting to say that Man, in the 
Duality of Life – of Man and Woman – Being the Representative of the First Principle, the 
Formless, Should be the First to break through the stalemate and start finally Feeling in His 
Heart this Pain of humanity imprisoned in and slave of the Force of Unconsciousness. In a 
way this is true – except for the word ‘should’: if ‘He’ feels impotent in living His Own 
Nature, it doesn’t make sense to speak in terms of ‘should’. Anyhow, the True Man does His 
Work in this respect of breaking through the stalemate as the First. The Freedom and Power 
of His Formless Heart is in Principle Stronger than earthly stalemates. 

Only, it doesn’t mean that Woman could just wait. There is a continuous Interplay 
between Man and Woman. When Woman doesn’t respond to Man’s endeavour in this respect 
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of Feeling through humanity’s pain as it manifests through and as individual people, when 
She keeps refusing to look in the mirror, Man becomes stuck too – although there is more to 
say about this matter: for instance that His Heart is never truly stuck, It always Knows the 
‘way out’, which is the way (of Consciously Feeling) right through the Pain. Woman’s 
Recognition beyond words of the Man in Him inspires Man more than anything else – if there 
were anything else at all that could truly Inspire Man, and there isn’t as a matter of fact. Just 
so, for Woman it is, in principle, Inspiring when Man not only Recognizes but also Responds 
to Her reaching out with Her Heart to Him and doesn’t leave Her alone where She assumes 
She is – saying this, all too easily discarding (for now) the important fact that, in practice, 
Woman can’t help but running away from such a real Response on Man’s side. 

 
Yes, one, in some way logical, way Woman deals with the fact that She, 

unconsciously or ‘consciously’ misses Man, is trying to become Enlightened. In other words, 
She tries to become Man Herself, the Other Side of Herself. If Man is Present, if She Feels 
His Presence, She doesn’t have this impulse. I don’t mean to suggest that, therefore, Man’s 
lack of Whole-Hearted and Heart-Embodied presence is a blessing for Woman, because 
otherwise She wouldn’t have the impulse to become Enlightened. No, Recognizing Man(’s 
Embodied Heart) is Her Enlightenment. She, in her hopelessness, runs the wrong direction: 
away from Man – instead of Contacting Him, Calling Him, Weeping for Him, Being on the 
ground before Him in humility, instead of Seeing that Her Enlightenment is: Being in Full 
Relation with Man. Thus when Woman seems to realize the truth, She realizes Separation in 
fact, instead of Union. The latter is supposed to Be Realization of the Whole, of Truth, of 
‘God’, of the One as Two. 

Subconsciously Woman might hope that once She is Enlightened not only everything 
that is problematic will be gone but also that the Prince will finally Come. Well, at best a 
prince, indeed. But no King. Not the Man She could, in principle, Marry. That’s for sure. And 
this is not because Man the King would be against the Enlightened Woman in any way. On 
the contrary: Enlightening Woman is the One True Direction of His Heart. Only, He Sees that 
She has left Him, His Heart, for (hidden) egoic reasons of self-fulfilment, not out of Love for 
the Beloved – and the Return to the Beloved of the Heart is not just a small step further from 
(supposed) Realization of Truth. It needs a thorough undoing of the self that is, overtly or 
behind the scene, in control. This needs a total restart. Indeed, to try to – independently – fill 
the hole of self by oneself is also an egoic, separating act, based not only on greed but also 
Illusion, the illusion that Fulfilment, Enlightenment and Union can be ‘done’ or Realized by 
or as oneself, That Being in Relation would not be needed for this, that the Opposite Sex 
would not be Needed for this. 

I’ve seen so many women, often from very close-by, with their illusion-based struggle 
to be, or stay, independent – so much that it almost seems that this is Woman’s life mission to 
become independent of Man or, if possible, even to become ‘better’ than Him, to improve 
Him. Independence is simply not Reality. It is a painful senseless fight against windmills, an 
unrecognized struggle to separate (oneself) that has many fancy names. Once you can See 
through the names and games, you see that the whole struggle arises from Pain, Pain that is 
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not Felt but that She attempts to turn into something positive, something that gives Her a 
status, something to show the world that She can Do it alone, that She is worthy without Man. 
All this stems from the Pain of not Feeling worthy in Her sense of Separation from Man. 
Instead of Finding Man and thus being vulnerable, Woman tries to Find Herself. She doesn’t 
Know that Man Is Her. Man Is the Non-Separation She is, consciously or unconsciously, 
Longing for, Always Already. 

Wholly Recognizing the Man who Embodies this Non-Separation, the Mirror who has 
no secret agenda for himself, means, in principle, the Transcendence of Separation into Love 
(or: Non-Separation). I cannot say that, then, the Separating Force retires till the end of time 
and they lived happily ever after. Yet, something Fundamental happens in Woman – and thus, 
naturally, also in Man – if Woman Recognizes Man. Woman becomes the door through 
which Man Descends to earth into the world of Form. This door should not be kept open but 
again and again be opened, although it shouldn’t be totally shut either. In the movement of the 
opening, Man Realizes Himself more Deeply into the Earth, Descends into the Body via 
Woman’s (natural and painful) Resistance He has Overcome, Transcended in and by His 
Heart. This would not be possible when the door is continuously and fully open. The Descent, 
the Incarnation on Earth as Heart as Body, is not something (heroic or whatever) He does for 
Himself, by the way: Man, as He Is, has no interests. 

In contemporary times all this is not and cannot be popular. Woman’s direction is not 
towards Man, it is away from Man and, seemingly, to Herself. Woman’s Resistance to Man is 
so big and so common that it is not even recognized as such. It happens in the dark. It’s not 
that it doesn’t have its own function, this resistance – it has – but still, if Man and Woman are 
ever supposed to Come Together, the Resistance cannot but be recognized and should not 
merely stay hidden in the Dark, where it hides not without reason. Only Man – in the form of 
a strong, Manifested, man – can Reveal the Depth of this Resistance. Woman, Her Ego at 
least, has Her interest in not showing her real Resistance to Man, or else She can’t use ‘Him’ 
– or rather use man-forms – any more for Herself. 

In, secretly, resisting Man, She thus resists Her own Fulfilment. For Man Is Her 
Fulfilment. He is the One who, in Principle with one blow of His Heart, takes away all 
motives to run after Herself and keep running for ever. Without (this Blow of) His Heart She 
cannot stop Herself, since basically She is unfulfilled. He is the End of Her Want. He is the 
Transcendence of Her Higher Need to Resist what is not Man but is what ‘happens’ to 
manifest on earth in a male body and is mistaken for ‘man’, since, in His Presence, She can 
direct Her attention to the Man She Recognizes as Such; She has an alternative now. He 
reveals that Her resistance to Man – at least as far as the Divine Woman in a woman is 
concerned – has been, in fact, not a Resistance to Man but, in the end, Resistance to what is 
not Man but, on the very face of it, seems to present itself as such since there are form 
characteristics that seem to indicate so. He makes Woman trust Her Own deepest Intuition 
about what Man is and what not. 

The latter – what is not Man – has always been a dirty mirror for her that is easier to 
look into than a clean Mirror. Meeting Man is therefore not enough. If Woman doesn’t look 
in the Mirror, She will keep running after Herself without ever Seeing Herself. When Woman 
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is Ready to let Man Stop Her running – since She is ‘too much’ in Love with His Heart to not 
be Ready – She will, in this Space, See not only Him but also Herself. In his Heart-Presence 
She will Distinguish between who and how She is when He is There, in and all around Her, 
and when He is or seems not to be with Her, when She is or feels separate from Him. This 
difference in this experience may be shocking if Her Eye in this respect has opened 
thoroughly. If (a) Woman has never experienced Herself in the Presence of Man – which, 
self-evidently, goes much further than just a physical meeting with a Man-form who seems to 
Embody Man – She will never Know what it is to be (a) Woman: She will know only one 
side, the side of being or feeling separate from Man and being, secretly or not, in search of 
Him. Woman Is: Woman in Relation to Man. Otherwise, it is just like is the case with the 
other side of the coin, like ‘man’ in a male body who, as her ‘dirty’ or unclear reflection, is 
not Consciously in Heart-Contact with Woman and who thus will never be able to Manifest 
the Man in Himself and has no prospect of ever being Recognized as such by Woman. 

In Her irresponsibility – in Her persistent resistance to Man She simply cannot Be 
Responsible, for Man is the Whole and, without the Whole, Responsibility is at best very 
relative but in fact not present – Woman has a big NO to Seeing the consequences of Her own 
behaviour in relation to Man. She has a big preference to see what Man does to Her, how he 
leaves Her alone, how badly he treats Her. Well, as long as She stays obsessed with what is 
not Man and keeps trying to improve the un-improvable and refuses to Direct Her attention to 
what is Man, She will stay lonely. This loneliness is a consequence of not wanting to See how 
She treats Man, how She belittles Him, ignores Him, runs away from Him, attacks Him, Kills 
Him, spits on Him and refuses to look in His Mirror. The earthly reality shows that so far 
Woman prefers to complain about ‘man’ above Truly Meeting and Uniting with Him. She 
wants, as a child – and not as a grown up Woman – that her Pain will be taken away by Man, 
by daddy, without Facing Him, without making a True Gesture to Man, without Showing Her 
vulnerable Love for Him. This is not Woman. This is childish, indeed. 

Man’s Job on earth is not to listen to the complaints of a child, but to Feel Woman’s 
Pain that is waiting beyond this and that is hidden – and therefore, in this humility, to Embody 
Man. He Responds to Woman’s True Heart-Call upon Him Beyond what She says or shows. 
When Man finally Listens to the Woman and no longer to the child hiding in a woman, the 
usual Lack of Presence in Man may finally be Filled with an increasing Presence. Truly 
Listening to Woman means that Man is willing to give up his sexual slavery in favour of 
Recognizing the deeper reality of the Heart in which Man and Woman Are One Being of Two 
(or, potentially, more) Bodies. ‘Man’ – or rather his crippled substitute on earth – has so far 
always been a slave of the Sexual Earth, of Woman. As far as Woman’s Heart is concerned, 
He finally Liberates Himself and therefore has – or becomes – a serious chance of Freeing 
Woman from Her slavery of sex as the form of Form-reproduction that happens in the Dark, 
in the Sphere of Her unenlightened ovaries where Man’s Heart could not Penetrate so far. 
This is only possible when Man Listens to Himself, His Own Heart. Only There He Finds 
Woman’s Heart That turns out to Be the Same as and That Is Part of His. 

In That Place Man Transcends the ‘need’ of or the big drive in Woman for heading to 
the alternative of her sexual materialism, which is: spirituality. Spirituality is Woman’s 
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favourite alternative for the Lack of Man She experiences. It is nothing but an escape route in 
the end. In Man(’s One Heart) the split between the bonds of the earth and the seemingly free 
spirit is not there. If Woman stays firmly attached to Her Resistance to Man and prefers to 
kind of tolerate man-forms as a poor substitute that cannot fulfil Her – and there are no good 
reasons to assume She will give up this practical preference soon – she will keep defending 
spirituality as her substitute Love. She will keep defending the Split. She will keep trying, in 
vain, to become One by and as Herself, in the meantime, in Her business, denying Man, Her 
Beloved. 

Man Who Sees Her whole Drama happening and repeating over and over smiles with 
tears coursing down His face. His Heart won’t force Her to break through the seeming vicious 
circle. He won’t rape Her resistance to Him, Her Beloved. He just Sees and Feels it when His 
Teardrops of Love are Recognized and have Educated and Transformed the child in Woman 
into a Mature Woman Responsible for and Following Her Own Heart. 


